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312     CREDIT CARD OPERATIONS

General Policy. The Bangko Sentral shall foster the development of the credit card industry to make
consumer credit readily available under conditions of fair and sound business practices aligned with
global  best  practices.  The  Bangko  Sentral  likewise  envisions  effective  and  efficient  delivery  of  credit
card services that encourages transparency and competition.

The following rules and regulations shall govern the establishment and operations of all bank credit
card issuers, acquirers and all credit card transactions.

Definition of terms.

a. Credit card refers to any card or other credit device, including its virtual representation, intended
for the purpose of obtaining money, property, goods or services on credit.

b. Minimum amount due or minimum payment required refers to the minimum amount that the credit
cardholder  is  required  to  pay  on  or  before  the  payment  due  date  for  a  particular  billing
period/cycle which may include:

(1)  Outstanding  balance  multiplied  by  the  required  payment  percentage  or  a  fixed  amount,
whichever  is  higher;

(2) Any amount which is part of any fixed monthly installment that is charged to the card;
(3) Any amount in excess of the credit line; and
(4) All past due amounts, if any.

c.  Default  or  delinquency refers  to non-payment of,  or  payment of  an amount less than the
“Minimum Amount Due” or “Minimum Payment Required”, or words of similar import, for at least
three (3) billing cycles, in which case, the “Total Amount Due” or “Outstanding Balance” for the
particular billing period as reflected in the monthly statement of account may be considered in
default or delinquent.

d. Acceleration clause refers to any provision in the contract between the bank and the cardholder
that gives the bank the right to demand the full settlement of the obligation in case of default or
non-payment of any amount due, or for any valid reason.

e. Simple annual rate refers to the uniform percentage which represents the ratio between the
finance charge and the amount to be financed under the assumption that the loan is payable in
one (1) year with single payment upon maturity and there are no upfront deductions to principal.
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For loans with terms different from the above assumptions, the effective annual interest rate
shall  be  calculated  and  disclosed  to  the  borrower  as  the  relevant  true  cost  of  the  loan
comparable to the concept of simple annual rate.

For loans with contractual interest rates stated on monthly basis, the effective interest rate
(EIR) may be expressed as a monthly rate.

In accordance with the PAS definition, EIR is the rate that exactly discounts estimated future
cash  flows  through  the  life  of  the  loan  to  the  net  amount  of  loan  proceeds.  For  consistency,
methodology and standards for discounted cash flow models shall be prescribed to be used for
the purpose.

 f. Credit card acquirer refers to the institution that accepts and facilitates processing of the credit
card transaction which is initially accepted by the merchant.

g. Credit cardholder refers to a person who owns and benefits from the use of a credit card.

h. Credit card business activity report refers to a report which contains the quantitative data on the
credit card industry.

 i. Credit card issuer refers to a bank that offers the use of its credit card.

 j.  Pre-approved credit  cards  refer  to  unsolicited credit  cards issued by credit  card issuers  to
consumers who have not applied for such credit cards. Acts described under Appendix 106 and
other similar  acts are deemed tantamount to the act of  issuing pre-approved credit  cards,
notwithstanding any contrary stipulations in the contract.

k. Application refers to a request, documented in physical or electronic form with clear and explicit
intention and consent of the applicant to avail of a credit card from a credit card issuer.

 l. Balance transfer refers to the transfer of the balance in a credit card account with one (1) credit
card  issuer  to  another  account  under  a  different  credit  card  issuer  subject  to  terms  mutually
agreed upon by the parties concerned.

m. Billing cycle/billing period  refers to the period of  time between two (2) successive cut-off dates
documented in a billing statement and defined under the terms and conditions of the credit card
contract/agreement.  A  billing  cycle/billing  period  shall  be  comprised  of  at  least  fifteen  (15)
calendar  days.

https://morb.bsp.gov.ph/appendix-106/
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n. Card association or payment network or credit card network provider refers to any company that
provides credit card network such as, but not limited to American Express, VISA International,
MasterCard International, JCB International, Diners Club and China Union Pay.

o. Cash advances refer to cash obtained by the cardholder from his/her credit card account, availed
in any manner as stipulated in the credit card contract/agreement.

p. Credit card limit refers to the maximum total amount for purchases, cash advances, balance
transfers, and finance charges, service fees, penalties, and other charges which can be charged
to the credit card. It represents the total loan or credit that a credit card issuer can extend to a
cardholder.

q. Finance charges refer to the interest charged to the cardholder on all credit card transactions in
accordance with the terms and conditions specified in the contract/agreement on the use of the
credit card.

 r. Installment purchases refer to transactions wherein payment for which is amortized in parts over
a fixed period.

 s. Industry association refers to an association composed of companies engaged in the business of
banking, finance, credit and/or payments.

t. Membership fee refers to the amount a credit card issuer charges the credit cardholder for the
right to use its credit card and acquire access to other membership benefits. This may also be
referred to as annual membership fee, annual fee, joining fee or application fee.

u. Outstanding balance or Total amount due refers to the amount to be repaid as of statement cut-off
date.

v. Statement cut-off date refers to the end date of a billing cycle, as determined by the credit card
issuer, when account activities (such as purchases, payments, charges) during the billing cycle
are summarized.

w. Statement of account or billing statement refers to the regular statement listing of the purchases,
payments and other debits and credits made to the credit card account within the billing cycle.

x. Supplementary card or extension card refers to a credit card issued to another person whose credit
limit is consolidated with the primary cardholder.
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Minimum requirements for banks operating as credit card issuers.

A duly incorporated bank of good standing which intends to engage in credit card business, may
operate as a credit card issuer: Provided, That it submits the following requirements:

a. Notice to the appropriate supervising department of the Bangko Sentral that the Bank will
engage in credit card operations; and

b. Certification under oath executed by the president or officer of equivalent rank of the Bank that
it has complied with the relevant risk management standards, including among others, Credit
and Information Technology Risk Management.

Commencement  of  operations  as  credit  card  issuer.  A  bank  shall  commence  its  credit  card
operations within six (6) months from its submission of the documents required under the rules on
minimum requirements for banks operating as credit card issuers. The president or officer of equivalent
rank of the bank shall submit a written notice of commencement of business operations within ten (10)
banking days therefrom.

Minimum  requirements  for  the  governance  and  risk  management  system  for  credit  card
operations of  banks.  To effectively deliver  services,  banks must  have adequate financial  strength,  fit
and proper board and management and must demonstrate technical and risk management capability
to operate a credit card business. Banks shall establish a risk governance framework that includes
policies, supported by appropriate processes and control procedures, designed to ensure that the risk
arising  from  credit  card  operations  are  identified,  aggregated,  monitored  and  mitigated.  The  risk
governance  framework  of  banks  shall  be  guided  by  Sec.  142,  as  applicable.

At the minimum, the risk management and control systems on credit card operations shall cover:

a. Policies, procedures and management information systems for credit card operations. These
shall include limits and thresholds on exposures considering the bank’s approved credit risk
appetite;

b. Organizational set up and the corresponding roles and responsibilities of personnel in the unit
handling the credit card business;

c. Approach to identifying, assessing, aggregating, monitoring, and reporting risks arising from
credit card operations using appropriate risk management tools. This shall likewise include risk
mitigation strategies and tools for maintaining risks within thresholds and limits set; and

d. Internal audit and other independent review of credit card operations.

https://morb.bsp.gov.ph/142-risk-governance-framework/
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Written policies, procedures and internal control guidelines shall be established on the following
aspects of credit card operations:

a. Requirements for application;
b. Solicitation and application processing;
c. Determination and approval of credit limits;
d. Issuance, distribution and activation of cards;
e. Supplementary or extension cards;
 f. Cash advances;
g. Billing and payments;
h. Deferred payment program or special installment plans;
 i. Collection of past due accounts;
 j. Handling of accounts for write-off;
k. Suspension, cancellation and withdrawal or termination of card;
 l. Renewal of cards, upgrade or downgrade of credit limit;
m. Lost or stolen cards and their replacement;
n. Accounts of DOSRI and employees;
o. Disposition of errors and/or questions about the billing statement/statement of account and other

customers’ complaints; and
p. Dealings with marketing agents/collection agents.

Minimum requirements for the issuance of credit cards. Banks shall not issue pre-approved credit
cards as provided under Appendix 106  notwithstanding any contrary stipulations in the credit card
contract/agreement with the cardholder.

Before issuing credit cards, banks shall conduct know-your-client (KYC) and customer identification
procedures, consistent with applicable regulations; and exercise proper diligence in ascertaining that
applicants  possess  good  credit  standing  and  are  financially  capable  of  fulfilling  their  credit
commitments.

All credit card applicants shall undergo a strict credit underwriting process, and information stated
thereon  shall  be  verified  and  validated  by  authorized  personnel  of  banks,  other  than  those  handling
marketing.

Information to be disclosed.  Banks shall disclose to each of their existing and potential credit
cardholders the following information:

a. the finance charges for unpaid amounts after payment due date to be paid by the cardholder;

b. other charges or fees, individually itemized, such as membership/renewal fees, processing fees,

https://morb.bsp.gov.ph/appendix-106/
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over-the-limit fees, collection fees, credit investigation fees and attorney’s fees to be paid by the
cardholder in connection with the transaction and incidental to the extension of credit;

c.  the  percentage  that  the  interest/finance  charge  bears  to  the  total  amount  to  be  financed
expressed as a simple monthly or annual rate, or a monthly or annual effective interest rate, on
the outstanding balance of the obligation, as herein defined.

d. for installment loans, the number of installments, amount and due dates or payment schedules
to repay the indebtedness;

e. the late payment fee/penalty for late payments or similar delinquency-related charges payable in
the event of late payments, which shall be computed in accordance with the late payment
fees/penalty for late payment of this Section;

f. when one (1) or more periodic rates is used to compute interest: each such rate, the balances to
which it is applicable, and the corresponding simple annual rate;

g. in cases when transactions are made in foreign currencies, or for dual currency accounts, or
when payments are made in  any currency other  than the billing currency:  the manner  of
conversion  from  transaction  currency  to  billing  currency;  or  a  general  description  of  the
conversion rates;

h. a reminder to the cardholder in the billing statement, or its equivalent document, that payment
of only the minimum amount due or any amount less than the total amount due for the billing
cycle/billing  period  would  mean the  imposition  of  interest  and/or  other  charges.  A  written
statement in the following form must be printed in the billing statement:

“Important Reminder: Paying less than the total amount due will increase the
amount of interest and other charges you pay and the time it takes to repay
your balance.”

Banks may provide additional reminders to the cardholder, including but not limited to late
payment fees that may be imposed on past due or delinquent accounts;

 i. to the extent practicable, a detailed explanation and a clear illustration of the manner by which
all interest, charges and fees are computed.

Banks shall notify the cardholder at least ninety (90) calendar days prior to any change in
the manner of computation of the outstanding balance and the amount of fees to be imposed on
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the  cardholder.  If  the  cardholder  finds  the  change  to  be  unacceptable,  he/she  shall  have  the
right to terminate his/her account with the bank, subject to the suspension, termination of
effectivity and reactivation of credit cards and termination accounts of this regulation;

 j.  a table of all  applicable fees, penalties, interest rates, conversion reference rates for third
currency transactions, and the reason for their imposition, on credit card application forms,
billing statements, and in the terms and conditions of the credit card agreement; and

k. any other information that may be required by the Bangko Sentral.

Banks shall endeavor to convey the above information in a manner that is understandable to the
credit cardholder. The items enumerated above may be included in a billing statement on a quarterly
basis at the minimum, in tabular format.

The table of fees, penalties, interest rates and reminder shall be printed in plain language and in
bold black letters against a light or white background using the minimum Arial 12 theme font and size,
or  its  equivalent  in  readability,  and  on  the  first  page,  if  applicable  document  has  more  than  one  (1)
page.

Banks shall ensure that all above information, conveyed through written or electronic forms of
communication, is easy to read for the average person. All marketing and advertising materials shall
also disclose information that are consistent with the aforementioned provisions.

Banks  shall  put  in  place  policies  and  procedures  to  ensure  timely  and  effective  delivery,  either
through physical  or  electronic  means,  of  statement  of  accounts  or  billing  statements,  and other
important information related to the credit card account of the cardholder.

Accrual of interest earned on loans. Accrual of interest earned on loans shall be subject to the
provisions of Sec. 305 (Accrual of interest earned on loans).

Method  of  computing  and  imposition  of  interest  or  finance  charges.  Banks  shall  only  charge
interest or finance charges arising from the non-payment in full or on time of the outstanding balance
based on the unpaid amount of the outstanding balance as of statement cut-off date, but excluding;

a. the current billing cycle’s purchase transactions reckoned from the previous cycle’s statement
cut-off date; and

b. deferred payments under zero-interest installment arrangements which are not yet due.

Interest or finance charges shall  be imposed on the unpaid outstanding balance as of cut-off date

https://morb.bsp.gov.ph/305-interest-and-other-charges-2/#accrual-of-interest-earned-on-loans
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each time a cardholder pays less than, or does not pay on time, the outstanding balance stated in
his/her  statement  of  account.  Such  interest  or  finance  charge  shall  continue  to  be  imposed  until  the
outstanding balance and applicable interest are fully paid.

For credit card cash advances, a cardholder may be charged cash advance fees and finance charge
on  the  date  that  the  cash  is  obtained,  subject  to  terms  and  conditions  under  the  credit  card
contract/agreement.

For a loan where the principal is payable in installments, interest per installment period shall be
calculated based on the outstanding balance of the loan at the beginning of each installment period.

All credit card-related documents shall show repayment schedules in a manner consistent with this
provision. Marketing and advertising materials shall likewise be consistent with this provision.

Payment due date. Payment due date, or the date on which payment of the minimum amount due
must be made to the bank, shall be specified in the statement of account or billing statement: Provided,
That:

a. Payment due date shall be the same whatever the mode of payment: Provided, further, That
payment through any authorized mode, or made to any accredited payment center of the bank,
shall be considered as payment to the bank made on the same date. Accordingly, Service Legal
Agreements  between  banks  and  their  accredited  payment  centers  shall  be  amended  to
operationalize this requirement.

b. Notwithstanding any provisions in the credit card contract/agreement, if the payment due date
falls on a weekend and regular national holidays, the payment due date shall be automatically
moved to the next business day and payment thereon shall not be treated as late payment.

Deferral charges. The bank and the cardholder may, prior to the consummation of the transaction,
agree in written or electronic form, to a deferral of all or part of one (1) or more unpaid installments;
and the bank may collect a deferral  charge which shall  not exceed the rate previously disclosed
pursuant to the provisions on disclosure in this Section.

Late payment fees/penalty for late payment. No late payment fees or penalty for late payment
shall  be  collected  from  cardholders  unless  the  collection  thereof  is  fully  disclosed  in  the
contract/agreement between the bank and the cardholder: Provided, That such fees shall be based on
the unpaid minimum amount due or a prescribed minimum fixed amount, whichever is lower: Provided,
further, That said fees may be based on the total outstanding balance of the credit card obligation,
including  amounts  payable  under  installment  terms  or  deferred  payment  schemes,  if  the
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contract/agreement between the bank and the cardholder contains an “acceleration clause” as defined
herein, and the total outstanding balance of the credit card is classified and reported as past due.

Confidentiality  of  information.  Banks,  their  directors,  officers,  employees  and  agents  shall  keep
strictly confidential the data on the cardholder, except under any of the following circumstances:

a. when disclosure of information is with the consent of the cardholder, which shall be stipulated in
the application forms, the credit card contract/agreement, or any manner allowed by applicable
laws, rules and regulations;

b. upon orders of a court of competent jurisdiction or any government office or agency authorized
by law, or under such conditions as may be prescribed by the Bangko Sentral Monetary Board;

c. when the cardholder information is released, submitted or exchanged with credit information
bureaus, industry associations, card associations or payment networks;

d. when disclosure to third party service providers is necessary for the sole purpose of assisting or
rendering services to the bank in enforcing its rights against the cardholder;

e. when disclosure to third parties such as insurance companies is necessary for the sole purpose
of insuring the bank from cardholder default or other credit loss, and the cardholder from fraud
or unauthorized charges; and

f. when disclosure to third parties is for the purpose of investigating fraud or unauthorized activities
or mitigating risk involving card issuance, use and acquiring.

The recipients of information described in Items “a” to “f” above shall likewise be bound to preserve
the confidentiality of cardholder data.

The disclosure of cardholder information by banks to third parties shall be subject to applicable
laws, rules and regulations on data privacy.

Suspension,  termination  of  effectively  and  reactivation  of  credit  cards;  and  termination  of
accounts. Banks shall formulate criteria or parameters for suspension, revocation and reactivation of
the right to use the card, and shall include in their contract/agreement with cardholders a provision
authorizing banks to suspend or terminate the credit card effectivity, if circumstances warrant.

A cardholder may cancel or terminate his/her credit card account with any bank anytime: Provided,
That  the  cardholder  either  pays  in  full,  or  enters  into  another  agreement  for  payment  of  the
outstanding balance and new purchases, debits and deferred instalments. Payment may be made
either  through  a  one-time payment  or  on  instalments  within  a  fixed  period  of  time:  Provided,  further,
That repayment in instalments shall only be generally subject to interest, unless there is a violation of
the above-mentioned new agreement.
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A bank may initiate suspension, cancellation or revocation of a credit card account for any valid
reason, as indicated in the terms and conditions of the credit card agreement: Provided,  That the
cardholder is notified of the suspension/cancellation/revocation within seven (7) business days from the
date of suspension/cancellation/revocation. The credit cardholder shall have the right to appeal the
suspension/cancellation/revocation subject to mutual agreement with the bank.

Inspection of records covering credit card transactions; determination of credit card limit; and
over-the-limit  transactions.  Banks  shall  make  available  for  inspection  or  examination  by  the
appropriate  supervising  department  of  the  Bangko  Sentral  the  complete  and  accurate  files  on  card
applicant/cardholder to support the consideration for approval of the application and determination of
the credit limit, which shall be in accordance with the verified debt repayment ability and/or net worth
of the card applicant/cardholder.

Banks  shall  determine,  based  on  the  credit  standing,  credit  history  and  financial  capacity  of  the
cardholder, the credit limit to be extended to the cardholder. Banks may thereafter implement changes
in the credit limit applicable on the account based on their policies: Provided, That the cardholder is
notified  of  such  changes:  Provided,  further,  That  any  credit  limit  increase  may  be  declined  by  the
cardholder: Provided, finally, That the cardholder has the option to request for a credit limit adjustment
upon submission of updated information, but subject to the approval of the bank.

If a cardholder breaches the credit limit by a new transaction, the transaction may be processed,
subject to the discretion of the bank as guided by its policies: Provided, That fees on over-the-limit
transactions, if any, are clearly and prominently disclosed in the table of fees and charges, pursuant to
the rules on information to be disclosed.

Offsets.  A  bank  shall  inform  the  cardholder,  through  the  agreement,  contract  or  any  equivalent
document governing the use of the credit card that, pursuant to the provisions of Articles 1278 to 1290
of the New Civil Code of the Philippines, as amended, a bank may offset any amount due and payable
on the credit card against the cardholder’s deposits with the bank, if any.

Handling of complaints, inquiries, or requests. Banks shall establish a Consumer Assistance Unit
within its organization, which shall  be responsible for providing prompt action for the expeditious
resolution of credit card related complaints, inquiries and requests.

a. Billing statement. Banks shall give cardholders up to thirty (30) calendar days from statement
date to report any error or discrepancy in their statement of account or billing statement. The
manner of reporting or notice of any billing error or discrepancy to the bank may be through
written, verbal or any documented means.
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The banks shall  take action within  ten (10)  business days from receipt  of  such notice
together with relevant documents or records in physical or electronic form from the cardholder.

Within  ninety  (90)  days  after  receipt  of  the  notice,  banks  shall  conduct  a  thorough
investigation; shall make appropriate corrections in their records; and send a written explanation
or  clarification  to  the  cardholder,  prior  to  taking  any  actions  to  collect  the  contested  amount,
subject to the result of the investigation.

Nothing in this Section shall be construed to prohibit any action by the bank to collect any
amount which has not been indicated by the cardholder to contain a billing error.

b. Lost or stolen Cards. In case a credit card is lost or stolen, any transaction made prior to
reporting by the cardholder of the loss or theft of his/her card to the bank shall be for the
account of the cardholder: Provided, That this is without prejudice to the right of the cardholder
to dispute the transaction, which, if found to be an unauthorized or fraudulent transaction, shall
be  corrected  or  reversed  by  the  bank,  including  any  finance  charges  and  other  fees  related
thereto  in  accordance  with  the  procedures  set  forth  in  the  aforementioned  regulations.

Appropriate manner of collection and use of third party collection agents. Banks may resort to all
reasonable  and  legally  permissible  means  to  collect  amounts  due  them  under  the  credit  card
agreement: Provided, That in the exercise of their rights and performance of duties, they must observe
good faith and reasonable conduct and proper decorum, and refrain from engaging in unscrupulous
acts.

Banks  may  engage  qualified  third  party  service  providers/collection  agents  for  the  purpose  of
assisting or rendering services in the administration of the credit card business, including recovery of
unpaid obligations and enforcement of rights against the cardholder: Provided, That the engagement is
in accordance with Bangko Sentral regulations on outsourcing, as applicable: Provided, further, That the
outsourcing arrangement shall be covered by a Service Level Agreement covering the responsibilities
and accountabilities of each party.

Notwithstanding any contractual agreement between a bank and service provider/collection agent,
the bank shall be responsible to its customers for maintaining customer service standards, without
prejudice to further recourse, if any, by the bank to the service provider/collection agent.

A  bank or  its  service  provider/collection  agent  may communicate  with  a  credit  cardholder  in
connection with the collection of any debt through acceptable and reasonable modes. They shall not
harass, abuse or oppress any cardholder or any person, or engage in any unfair practices in the
collection of credit card debt.
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The following activities are considered as guidelines and are not irrebutably presumed to be unfair
collection practices. Conversely, not all  practices which might under the circumstances be termed
unfair are mentioned here. The Monetary Board may now and then consider any other act/omissions as
unfair collection practices:

a. the use or threat of violence or other criminal means to harm a person, or his/her reputation or
property;

b.  the  use of  obscenities,  insults,  or  profane language which  amount  to  a  criminal  act  or  offense
under applicable laws;

c. disclosure of the names of credit cardholders who allegedly refuse to pay debts, except as
allowed under this Section;

d. threat to take any action that cannot legally be taken;
e. communicating or threatening to communicate to any person or entity, credit information which

is known to be false, including failure to communicate that a debt is being disputed;
f. any false representation or deceptive means to collect or attempt to collect any debt, or to obtain

information concerning a cardholder; and
g. making contact at unreasonable/inconvenient hours, defined as contact before 6:00 a.m. or after

10:00 p.m., unless the cardholder has given express permission, or said times are the only
reasonable or convenient opportunities for contact.

Banks shall inform their cardholder in writing of the endorsement of the collection of his/her account
to a collection agency/agent, or the endorsement of the account from one (1) collection agency/agent
to  another,  at  least  seven  (7)  business  days  prior  to  the  actual  endorsement.  The  notification  shall
include the full name of the collection agency and its contact details. The requirement to notify in
writing shall be included in the terms and conditions of the credit card agreement: Provided, That the
bank shall refer the collection of an account to only one (1) collection agency/agent at any one time.

Banks shall  adopt policies and procedures to ensure that personnel handling the collection of
accounts, whether these are in-house collectors, or third-party collection agents, shall disclose his/her
full name/true identity to the cardholder.

Application of card payment. Upon receipt of a payment from a cardholder whose account carries
different interest rates for different types of purchases (i.e., cash advances, regular purchases, balance
transfers),  the bank shall  apply amounts in excess of  the minimum payment amount first  to the fees
and charges, and then to the billed balance bearing the highest rate of interest, followed by the billed
balance bearing the next higher rate of interest, until the payment is exhausted: Provided, That the
original rates for promotional offers shall be the basis for determining hierarchy of payment.

Service level agreement among industry players. There shall be, in the Service Level Agreement
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between acquirers  and their  partner  merchants,  a  provision  requiring  merchants  to  perform due
diligence to establish the identity of the cardholders, in accordance with applicable laws, rules and
regulations.

Nothing in  these regulations  shall  preclude banks  from verifying or  seeking confirmation with  the
cardholder any purchase, if in their assessment there is reasonable concern as to the validity of the
purchase.

Sanctions and penal provisions. Violations of the provisions of this Section shall be subject to any
or all of the following sanctions depending upon their severity:

a.  Consistent with Sec.  002,  the Bangko Sentral  may deploy enforcement actions to promote
adherence with the requirements set forth in this Section and bring about timely corrective
actions.

b. Imposition of penalties and sanctions provided under Section 37 of R.A. No. 7653.

The provisions of Section 37 shall be made applicable to any bank, acquirer, their directors
and  officers  including,  but  not  limited  to,  the  administrative  sanctions  that  may  be  imposed,
without prejudice to the criminal sanctions against the culpable persons provided in R.A. No.
10870,  for  any  wilful  violation  of  such  law,  or  any  related  rules,  regulations,  orders  or
instructions issued by the Monetary Board:  Provided,  That in addition to the administrative
sanctions  that  may  be  imposed,  the  authority  of  the  bank  to  issue  credit  cards  may  be
suspended or cancelled by the Bangko Sentral.

c. Appropriate monetary penalties, sanctions and other enforcement action/s shall be imposed for
the following violation/s:

Nature of Violation/Exception Possible Sanctions/Penalties

i. Operating without prior notification to
the Bangko Sentral

• Applicable penalty prescribed under Section 37 of R.A. No.
7653, as implemented under Sec. 1102 (Guidelines on the
imposition of monetary penalties)

• Applicable enforcement actions under Sec. 002

ii. Violation of any provisions/requirements
of this regulation

• Penalties and sanctions and enforcement actions under
applicable laws, such as Section 27 R.A. No. 10870, Rule and
regulations, such as, but not limited to Sec. 1102 (Guidelines on
the imposition of monetary penalties) and Sec. 002.

iii. Erroneous/delayed/unsubmitted
requirements

• Applicable penalties under Sec. 171 (Sanctions on reports for
Non-compliance with the Reporting Standards)

Submission of credit card business activity report. For purposes of transparency and availability of
data on credit card operations and in light of ensuring consumer protection, as well as managing risks

https://morb.bsp.gov.ph/x009-supervisory-enforcement-policy/
https://morb.bsp.gov.ph/1102-collection-of-fined-and-other-charges-from-banks/#guidelines-on-the-imposition-of-monetary-penalties
https://morb.bsp.gov.ph/1102-collection-of-fined-and-other-charges-from-banks/#guidelines-on-the-imposition-of-monetary-penalties
https://morb.bsp.gov.ph/x009-supervisory-enforcement-policy/
https://morb.bsp.gov.ph/1102-collection-of-fined-and-other-charges-from-banks/#guidelines-on-the-imposition-of-monetary-penalties
https://morb.bsp.gov.ph/1102-collection-of-fined-and-other-charges-from-banks/#guidelines-on-the-imposition-of-monetary-penalties
https://morb.bsp.gov.ph/x009-supervisory-enforcement-policy/
https://morb.bsp.gov.ph/171-reporting-governance-framework/#sanctions-on-reports-for-non-compliance-with-the-reporting-standards
https://morb.bsp.gov.ph/171-reporting-governance-framework/#sanctions-on-reports-for-non-compliance-with-the-reporting-standards
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involved in credit transactions, banks shall submit a monthly quantitative report to Bangko Sentral
covering the following data on bank credit card issuers/acquirers, cardholders, credit card complaints,
and usage location:

Credit Card Issuance Unit of Expression

I. Cards-in-force per network/brand Number

II. Cards-in-force per card type Number

III. Approved credit card applications Number

IV. Cards issued by status Number

V. Cards issued per credit limit Peso amount

VI. Billings per mode of transactions Peso amount

VII. Billings per network/brand Peso amount

VIII. Billed fees/charges Peso amount

IX. Gross payment Peso amount

X. Receivables Peso amount

XI. Rates/charges per cardholder Peso amount

XII. Gross payment Peso Peso amount

XIII. Receivables Peso amount

XIV. Rates/charges per cardholder Peso amount/percentage

Cardholder Profile

I. Cardholder information (age, occupation, gender, civil
status, educational attainment, geographic location)

Number

II. Cardholder by type of payment Number

Complaints

I. Cardholder issues Number

II. Complaint/request resolution Number

III. External service provider Number

Usage Location

I. Incoming Peso amount

II. Outgoing Peso amount

Voluntary cessation of credit card business. A bank may undertake voluntary cessation of its credit
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card business: Provided, That it notifies the appropriate supervising department of the Bangko Sentral
and submits a plan of cessation of operations within ten (10) banking days from date of approval of
such plan of cessation by the bank’s Board of Directors.

Transitory provisions.  Banks with existing credit  card operations shall  be allowed a transitory
period to make appropriate adjustments in their systems, processes and personnel to be compliant with
the following provisions of this Section:

a.  For  method  for  computing  and  imposition  of  interest  or  finance  charges,  which  pertains  to
adjustments  in  the  computation  and  imposition  of  interest  and  finance  charges;  and  for
application  of  card  payment  which  pertains  to  the  hierarchy  of  application  of  credit  card
payments: within one (1) year from 6 June 2018;

b. For Payment due date, which pertains to same day recognition of payments made in accredited
payment center by banks: within nine (9) months from 6 June 2018;

c. For Payment due date, which pertains to adjustment of payment due dates falling on weekends
and holidays into the next business day: within three (3) months from 6 June 2018; and

d.  For  late  payment  fees/penalty  for  late  payment,  which  pertains  to  adjustments  in  the
computation of late payment fees or penalty for late payment: within six (6) months from 6 June
2018.

(Circular Nos. 1003 dated 16 May 2018, 988 dated 20 December 2017, and 845 dated 15 August 2014)

http://www.bsp.gov.ph/downloads/regulations/attachments/2018/c1003.pdf
http://www.bsp.gov.ph/downloads/regulations/attachments/2017/c988.pdf
http://www.bsp.gov.ph/downloads/regulations/attachments/2014/c845.pdf

